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Abstract—This paper summarizes new aerial robotic manipulation technologies and methods, required for outdoor industrial inspection and maintenance, developed in the AEROARMS project. It presents aerial robotic manipulators with dual arms and multi-directional thrusters. It deals with the control systems, including the control of the interaction forces and the compliance, the teleoperation, which uses passivity to tackle the trade-off between stability and performance, perception methods for localization, mapping and inspection, and planning methods, including a new control-aware approach for aerial manipulation. Finally, it describes a novel industrial platform with multi-directional thrusters and a new arm design to increase the robustness in industrial contact inspections. The lessons learned in the application to outdoor aerial manipulation for inspection and maintenance are pointed out.

Index Terms—aerial robotic manipulation, aerial robotics, inspection and maintenance.

I NTRODUCTION

AERIAL manipulation deals with aerial robots equipped with arms (see Fig. 1) or other end-effectors performing tasks, such as assembly or contact inspection, in locations that are inaccessible, very dangerous or costly to be accessed from ground. It involves very challenging problems, mainly due to aerodynamic influence and the fast dynamics when compared to other floating-base manipulation systems.

Most of the works in aerial robotic manipulation have been performed indoors, with very few exceptions such as grasping of objects from the air with a helicopter [1]. These indoor works included picking and basic manipulation with quadrotors and also cooperative assembly with several aerial robots [2]. In [3], a quadrotor with a small arm maintaining contact with a surface was reported. Indoor redundant manipulators are studied in [4]. In [5], an indoor flying robot capable of depositing polyurethane foam is presented. Later on, new indoor aerial manipulators were presented and demonstrated for applications such as drawer opening [6]. Compliance was studied in [7]. The transportation of bars with two quadrotors was presented in [8]. More recently new aerial grasping [9] and, in general, aerial systems interacting with the environment have been presented [10]. All these systems have been demonstrated indoor. In the ARCAS project (http://www.arcas-project.eu/), indoor and outdoor aerial manipulator prototypes with both helicopters (equipped with the KUKA-DLR LWR arm) and multi-rotor systems (equipped with light arms) were demonstrated, including fully autonomous visual servoing. In AEROWORKS (http://www.aeroworks2020.eu/) collaborative exploration, aerial manipulation, and also estimation, localization and control of UAVs are included. Aerial Manipulation has been also demonstrated indoors [11].

On the other hand, the AEROARMS project (https://aeroarms-project.eu/) is more focused on aerial manipulation for the outdoor application to Inspection and
Aerial robotic manipulators. Three use cases in industrial environments, particularly in Oil & Gas plants (see Fig. 2) were selected: direct contact measurements while flying, robotic crawler deployment, and installation of sensors. Performing experiments in these plants require previous extensive outdoor testing with reliable aerial manipulators able to deal with the harder outdoor constraints in industrial settings including the agility to react to wind perturbations, compliance to afford unexpected impacts, variations in lighting conditions, and the need to compensate for inaccuracies in GNSS positioning.

Solving the above inspection use-cases in realistic settings is a hard problem. We believe the design and development of such manipulation systems requires the following developments:

- Aerial robotic manipulators able to apply forces for contact inspection in any direction, ability to compensate wind perturbations, as well as dual arm manipulators for the installation of sensors in complex settings;
- Control systems for the above aerial manipulators, integrating the aerial platform and the manipulator;
- Bilateral teleoperation systems with haptic interfaces and appropriated trade-off between stability and performance;
- Reliable outdoor autonomous perception system;
- Planning system considering the dynamic behavior in closed loop of the aerial platform and the arm.

The above components are summarized in the following sections. The paper also presents a new robot for industrial applications, the lessons learned and the conclusions.

**Platforms**

Aerial manipulators are multi-body systems with coupled (aerial platform-manipulator) dynamic behavior applying forces to objects. AEROARMS includes the modeling and control of propulsion systems [12] and aerodynamic effects when flying very close to the environment [13], but this paper concentrates on the main design aspects of platforms.

Most aerial manipulators [3]–[6] use standard multi-rotor platforms with all propellers oriented in the same direction. They are thus underactuated with only four DoF, and they need to tilt to move or exert forces in the horizontal plane. Non-conventional multi-directional thrust platforms with tilted rotors [14] have been designed with the capability of directing the total thrust in more than one direction in body frame (see Fig. 1(a)), thus capable of full 6D wrench exertion without tilting. This configuration has been used in the Tilt-Hex hexarotor platform (Fig. 1(a)) and in the AEROX octorotor industrial platform (Fig. 1(b)). The characteristics of these platforms are shown in Table 1.

Aerial manipulators use mechatronic devices as bars, grippers or multi-link arms to reach the operation point, grasp and manipulate objects and exert forces on the environment. The design of these devices is important since their movement induce the displacement of the Center of Mass (CoM) and variation of moments of inertia, generating disturbance torques and affecting the dynamics of the aerial vehicle [4]. To overcome these effects, the AEROX new arm configuration has been designed. The arms weight is compensated with the batteries, thus the movement of the arm does not modify the position of the CoM of the aerial manipulator. Additionally, any contact forces from the interaction with the environment are transmitted directly to the CoM without generating perturbation torques.

More advanced manipulation than simple grasping or exerting forces over a surface requires the use of aerial manipulators with dual arms. Very few dual arm aerial manipulators have been developed, as for example [15], which use two 3-DoF arms for valve turning. In AEROARMS, two new anthropomorphic dual-arms aerial manipulators with 4 and 5 joints (see Table 1) have been developed, since this configuration maximizes dual arm manipulability. The first one is an octotor with arms of 0.9 Kgs, and the maximum load that can be lifted by the two arms with stiff joints is 0.7 kg (Fig. 1(c)). Taking into account that collisions and impacts can severely affect stability of the aerial manipulators, and compliance has been found to be very useful [7], a dual arm aerial manipulator with compliant joints [16] has been developed and tested outdoor (Fig. 1(d)). It is a hexarotor and the arms have joints with elastic elements that can absorb contact and collision forces generated by physical interaction, providing a compliant behavior that increases robustness and stability and also enables measuring interaction forces for force control. The total weight for both arms is 1.3 kg and the maximum load that each arm can lift is 0.2 kg.

**Control Systems**

One of the key advances of AEROARMS has been to deeply investigate the potentiality and limitations of control architectures for aerial manipulation. More in detail, as far as the interaction control is concerned, the solution based on a multi-directional thruster platform and a 6D flying end effector [14] has represented a successful integration of known robotic algorithms, dealing with both motion and interaction control, in a platform with a minimal sensor suite (pose...
sensor plus IMU) not even needing a force sensor. Stable interaction was obtained also in previous approaches, e.g., in [3] where an aerial manipulator interacts with a vertical surface, but in AEROARMS there are experiments involving complex interaction tasks such as peg-in-hole with tilted holes and sliding on tilted surfaces.

Two main motion control approaches have been considered. The first one is based on modeling the aerial manipulator as an unique system and designing the control scheme on the complete kinematic and dynamic models, see for instance [17] where an integral backstepping controller has been implemented. The second approach considers the aerial platform and the robotic arm as two separate entities and, thus, two autonomous controllers are designed, one for the aerial vehicle, where the effects of the arm on dynamics are handled as disturbances, and one for the arm, where, vice versa, the disturbance is due to the vehicle. Such paradigm has been experimentally exploited, e.g., in [18], where the aerial vehicle controller includes an estimator of external forces and moments to compensate neglected dynamics and the arm dynamics.

Vision-based techniques have also been exploited. In [19] the feedback output from a camera attached to the end effector is adopted in a hierarchical control law. The camera images are exploited to drive the arm end-effector to a desired position and orientation.

One of the AEROARMS objectives is the inspection through contact while flying. This requires to exert forces on a surface in order to maintain the sensor (i.e. ultrasonic) installed in the manipulator end-effector in contact with the surface. Since interaction forces and moments can cause large deviation in motion control and/or destabilize the system, some active and/or passive compliance should be added to the vehicle and the manipulator end-effector. Passive compliance has been adopted in the platform in Fig. 1(d), through the elastic actuators of the compliant arms. This allows to cope efficiently with interaction forces, providing also measurements of these forces that are used to close the feedback loop [16]. Adoption of active compliance approaches requires measurements of the interaction wrenches, that can be achieved, e.g., by using a wrist mounted force/torque sensor on the arm, as in [20], where the contact wrenches are fed to an admittance filter. Such a control scheme has been tested on an underactuated quadrotor equipped with a 6-DoFs manipulator.

An alternative solution to the force/torque sensor is the use of wrench estimators as proposed in [21] and in [14]. Adoption of under-actuated platforms implies that the lateral forces in body frame, which cannot be provided by the aerial platform itself, have to be generated through the dynamical/inertial coupling between the arm and the aerial robot, which is usually very hard to be handled in an accurate way. To overcome this drawback the admittance control paradigm has been exploited by considering the platform in Fig. 1(a), characterized by non-collinear fixedly-tilted propellers which make possible to control independently the translational and angular acceleration when unconstrained, or any of the six components of the exerted wrench when in contact [14]. As case study has been considered the contact inspection of a pipe and a peg-in-hole emulating a sensor installation. Figure 3 shows the relevant variables for one of the experiments. Videos can be found at http://homepages.laas.fr/afanchi/robotics/?q=node/414.

Regarding the vehicle-arms coordination, a behavioral control scheme has been proposed for handling both single and dual arm aerial manipulators. The approach in [22], is based on an extension of the set-based null-space-based approach [23] to the case of aerial manipulators, which involves very different challenging issues with respect to other robotic systems. From one hand, the results show that this generalization is successful, on the other hand, specific behaviors and design procedures have been tailored due to the different actuating characteristics.

### Teleoperation

In order to evaluate the feasibility of aerial telemanipulation for industrial I&I tasks, the AEROARMS teleoperation system should ensure: 1) a stable and transparent teleoperation system under the channel characteristics of the wireless communication link, 2) stability of the coupled controller for the manipulator and aerial base.

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aerial Manipulator</th>
<th>Size [m]</th>
<th>Max. Total Mass [kg]</th>
<th>Max. Flight Time [min]</th>
<th>Arm(s) configuration (maximum reach [m])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TriHex</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fixed bar arm (0.4 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEROX</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>One 6-DoF arm (1 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-arm, stiff joints</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dual arm, each with 5-DoF, stiff joints (0.6 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-arm, compliant joints</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dual arm, each with 4-DoF, compliant joints (0.5 m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Fig. 3.** Experimental results for interaction control
Stable teleoperation with communication time delay

For the time-delayed teleoperation system, the trade-offs between stability and performance requirements are tackled by means of a novel four-channel architecture in which force and position signals are exchanged between both the haptic interface (master) and the aerial robot (slave). In each of the channels, a passivity-based controller is exploited to guarantee stability under nominal communication time delays, packet loss or jitter, while transparency is maintained. To this end, a widely used passivity tool, namely, time domain passivity approach (TDPA), has been utilized. The overview of the implemented bilateral controller for the AEROARMS project is shown in Fig. 4.

![Teleoperation architecture for the aerial scenario.](image)

**Stable coupled control of the manipulator-aerial base system**

Stability of the coupled controller for an helicopter with a manipulator is proven in [24] for the autonomous scenario. Here, the manipulator wrench forces are computed in the fuselage frame of the helicopter whereby passivity is ensured. As an extension to the teleoperation case, the passivity check with TDPA to remove the destabilizing effects of communication time delay is applied for the coupled controller. The on-ground Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) simulator [25] is adapted to reproduce the dynamics and control of the aerial system to repeatedly test the bilateral control under defined conditions.

Fig. 5 shows the results of the teleoperation peg-in-hole experiments performed on the HIL with the helicopter control and the dynamic simulation. Although the designed controller produced a stable and high performing system (in terms of pure teleoperation), as it can be seen, the base of the manipulator moves as a result of the manipulator motion and external interaction. It was learned that for highly intricate tasks like precise end-effector positioning and accurate force exertion on the environment, reactive dynamics of the aerial base makes the task completion highly challenging to the operator (note especially the time between 27-30 seconds in the plots). In order to aid the operator, benefits of task dependent autonomy can be made use of. So, using virtual fixtures [26] and vision-based shared control [27], rather than pure teleoperation are planned during the scope of AEROARMS.

**Perception**

Existing techniques for perception in aerial manipulation are, in most cases, methods adapted from aerial vehicles without manipulation skills to provide positional accuracy and place recognition [28]. The AEROARMS I&M use-cases require however, perception modules that go beyond the state of the art to: (1) accurately localize the vehicle, both during the navigation and manipulation phases; (2) localize and register target pipes; (3) detect the objects involved in the I&M tasks and; (4) pick up or release the crawler by the aerial robot. Aerial manipulators are expected to work in realistic industrial scenarios, which are complex, dynamic, unstructured, obstacle-dense and with poor or no GNSS reception, and the techniques to be employed must adapt to unknown dynamic environmental and illumination conditions. Perception techniques must benefit from various sensors with different physical principles and fuse their readings. The ones used in AEROARMS include 3D LIDAR, stereo cameras, IMUs, optical flow sensors and ultra wide band range sensor nodes deployed in the scenario (see Figure 6(a)).

In the AEROARMS I&M use cases, two operational stages can be distinguished: navigation in the environment and manipulation in close distance to obstacles. Real time accurate and robust 6 DoF pose estimates of the robot are computed on-board by a multi-sensor filter based on Monte Carlo localization (MCL) that integrates the measurements from the 3D LIDAR, the stereo camera and the UWB nodes using a precomputed multi-sensor map.

In flights prior to I&M missions, a multi-sensor mapping scheme builds separate maps for each sensor and treats them as different layers of the multi-sensor map, all layers sharing the same temporal and spatial frames. We preferred this scheme versus a monolithic approach because it provides higher modularity, flexibility, efficiency and gives capacity to guide the development leveraging the contribution of each sensor.

Figure 6(c) shows the multi-sensor map obtained in the experiment in Fig. 6(b), which was also the testing scenario in Fig. 10. The robot localization computed by the multi-sensor MCL in that experiment had a mean error w.r.t. RTK GPS of 9.9 cm, which was 47% lower than the robot localization estimation obtained using LOAM [29].

Robot pose estimation during manipulation requires higher levels of accuracy. To that end, the PL-SLAM algorithm
was developed to leverage the state of the art in SLAM, ORB-SLAM [30], with the simultaneous estimation of point and line features [31], with precise localization at a rate of 3 Hz, resulting in better accuracy than direct methods. Parameterizing lines by their endpoints provides robustness against occlusions and in poorly textured environments. To improve the localization precision a new method using camera images and Deep Learning was used, reaching a precision of 4,5cm. Fig. 7(a) shows the deep learning architecture. Faster odometry estimates are obtained by fusing IMU and optical flow data. In AEROARMS, sensor synchronization is addressed with time stamps enabling timing errors of some milliseconds, sufficient to obtain the required GNSS-free pose estimation errors.

Once the pipe is localized, the industrial use-cases require to identify and track specific I&M characteristics and artifacts on the pipe, such as welding marks or corrosion points. The specific characteristics to be tracked can be chosen on-line by an operator, thus off-line learning methods are not feasible due to the low size of the training data set. We developed an on-line semi-supervised boosting method [32] that adapts to real-time changes in illumination, cast shadows or partial occlusions. In this case, the operator selects on-line the type of defect, and the perception system adapts the pattern shape, color and texture to detect and track the defect. This new method can work in two modes: in the first mode the system is as "on-line learning" and if the defect characteristics change significantly, the system asks the operator to incorporate these new characteristics in the model; and in the second mode, the system works only identifying or tracking the defect, allowing some adaptation, but big changes are not allowed. An example of weld detection and tracking using this method is shown in Fig. 6(d).

The deployment of a robot crawler is also a use case as mentioned above. Pick-up and release of the crawler by the aerial robot is performed in two steps. In the approach maneuver the crawler pose is roughly estimated with an appearance-based Deep Learning method whose architecture is shown in Fig. 7(b) and, for the actual pick up or release, a positioning system based on deformable markers was built [33], guaranteeing very high accuracy, 2cm precision as shown in Fig. 6(e).

Motion planning is required to: 1) move the aerial manipulator from a take-off position to the area to be inspected/maintained; 2) perform the inspection/maintenance task. The former may require navigation in environments cluttered with pipes, structures, etc. (see Fig. 2). The latter requires treating dynamic constraints in a subspace defined by the task. Both methods are presented below.

Navigation in cluttered environments

A motion planning approach for aerial manipulators exploiting the concept of differential flatness has been developed.

Fig. 6. Aerial vehicle with multi-sensor setup (a). Picture during mapping experiments (b). Multi-sensor map (c) built with LIDAR –orange dots– and UWB –green dots– and stereo vision. Pipe weld tracking (d). Precise localization of a robot crawler using artificial markers (e).

Fig. 7. Deep learning for precise aerial vehicle localization (a). Deep learning architecture for aerial vehicle localization (b). Deep learning architecture for crawler localization.
Differential flatness is very useful because it allows to plan trajectories directly in a lower dimensional space without the need to consider explicitly the fulfillment of the complex nonlinear and underactuated dynamics of the system. For instance, it has been exploited for dynamic grasping using aerial manipulators with a single-link arm [34]. In the context of AEROARMS, in which an aerial manipulator has to interact by means of the end effector, it results very useful if the end-effector position and orientation belong to a flat output of the system. This is unfortunately not the case for any aerial manipulator. Our main contribution in this field has been to prove that there exists a class of aerial manipulator designs, that we named protocentric, for which this property is ensured [35].

Motion planning for task-constrained aerial manipulation

An approach that reinforces the connection between motion planning and control in the context of aerial manipulation has been developed [36]. The underlying idea consists in using the controller as a local method to connect neighboring states within a (global) motion planning algorithm. The use of the controller inside the planner guarantees the feasibility of the trajectory for the real system, satisfying task constraints in addition to geometric, kinematic and dynamic constraints. Furthermore, it also allows to better predict the behavior of the closed loop system. Another advantage is that, using a control method that directly treats the redundancy of the system, allows the planner to search for a solution directly in the reduced and more relevant task space. Planning directly at the task level enables a more straight formulation of task-constrained motion planning problems, and generally reduces the dimensionality of the search space. Finally, properly defining the task, one can choose a good trade-off between the dimension of the search space and the delegation of some DoF to the controller.

The proposed control-aware motion planner applies a sampling-based algorithm to search for a solution directly in the task state space \( \mathcal{X}_y = \mathcal{C}_y \times \mathcal{V}_y \times \mathcal{A}_y \), which in general represents all possible poses \( \mathcal{C}_y \), velocities \( \mathcal{V}_y \) and accelerations \( \mathcal{A}_y \) of the end-effector while constrained to a given task. Figure 8 shows a scheme of the approach.

The planner is able to find trajectories in constrained environments where a purely reactive gradient-based approach fails due to local minima traps. Figure 9 shows one of the scenarios used for the evaluation in simulation reproducing a plausible I&M application by contact which requires the end-effector to be always in contact and perpendicular to the pipe. The planner requires about 20 seconds to obtain a solution trajectory in this context.

AEROARMS AERIAL ROBOT FOR INDUSTRIAL CONTACT INSPECTION

Various control, perception and planning algorithms and functionalities have been described in the previous sections. After a research period where different approaches and functionalities were developed and tested in controlled environment, all this know-how has been applied to develop an aerial robot for industrial outdoor contact inspection (see Fig. 10), which is the first use case of AEROARMS.

The main characteristics of this aerial platform, called AEROX, are shown in Table I. It has a 8 rotors configuration with a small angular gap at the front and back of the robot to allow the robotic arm pass between the propellers. Their motors are tilted alternatively 30 degrees around their arms, allowing the control of the lateral accelerations to avoid the tilting of the platform. Moreover, this aerial robot has a special design integrating a new type of aerial robotic manipulator, able to rotate around the vehicle CoM, being capable of robust contact operations that can be used for precise industrial inspections. This novel robotic manipulator provides the following functionalities: orientate the end effector in one degree of freedom (up and down) with 180 working space, reject efficiently the external perturbations (wind, force and torques generated from the contact, etc.), maintain a specific force in contact with the surface and calculate the position of the end effector with respect to the aerial robot.

In order to validate this configuration, many experiments have been conducted. The video at https://youtu.be/vc6E_3iS690 shows a summary of the experiments including laboratory tests in an indoor testbed with a motion tracking localization system used as ground truth, outdoor experiments with a safety tether and outdoor free flight experiments.

Fig. 11 shows how multiple perturbations were injected using a rope in order to test its rejection and stability. Each perturbation is easily identified looking to the first graph (attitude) due to the rolling produced each time the rope is
Fig. 10. Outdoor contact inspection experiments with AEROARMS aerial robot

pulled, or even looking to the forces response. The relative position of the robot is validated using the ground truth localization system. As a result, we obtain precise estimations with a RMS error of 9.2 mm.

A teleoperation device, specifically designed for contact inspection operations, has been developed. It is composed of the following elements:

1) Video camera allowing remote view of the interested area;
2) Wheeled system to move the end effector when in contact with the pipe;
3) Inspection sensor: ultrasound or eddy current sensor to perform industrial contact inspections;
4) Ground Interface with camera and sensor device allowing the operator to monitor and modify all the inspection parameters.

Then, the procedure to perform inspections with this novel aerial robot is:

1) The aerial robot takes-off and gets closer to the area to be inspected. This phase could be autonomous or teleoperated and may eventually benefit from the above mentioned trajectory planning;
2) The aerial robot reaches contact with the pipe to be inspected. This phase can also be autonomous or teleoperated and benefits from the perception system;
3) The aerial robot is changed into inspection mode, where the aerial robot automatically maintains its position with respect to the point of contact. From this moment, the inspection operator has full control over the system:
   a) The operator, looking at the camera, can move the sensor along the pipe disregarding the individual DoFs of the aerial robot, benefit from the task-priority controller, and eventually resorting to shared control methods;
   b) Once at the area of interest, the operator uses the sensor control interface to perform the inspection.
4) The operator can then move the end-effector to the next area of interest, or finalize the inspection;
5) After the complete inspection is finalized, the pilot switches back to flying-mode and de-attaches the aerial robot from the pipe.

Fig. 11. Indoor autonomous contact operation telemetry during an experiment where 17 strong perturbations up to 100 N were injected. The attitude graph (top) shows the low effect of the perturbations on the robot attitude. The robot 3D position estimated error in the experiment (bottom) was in average lower than 1 cm even with these perturbations.

LESSONS LEARNED

Experiments in industrial settings can only be performed after testing extensively the robustness of the proposed solutions. In this testing, the main lessons learned were:

- Wind and aerodynamic perturbations generated by close surfaces should be compensated by the controller fast enough to maintain safety and achieve accuracy and relative stability. Multi-directional thrust platforms are better suited to maintain forces in any direction as required for contact inspection. Compliance in the arms is also very relevant to maintain safety. Currently available light servo-controllers impose limitations in the accuracy that can be obtained in the end-effector;
- The above mentioned perturbations have significant impact in navigation and manipulation, generating deviations from trajectories planned with conventional methods. The use of a controller inside the planner is useful to predict the dynamic behavior of the closed loop system. Moreover, reactivity methods are needed for dynamic environments or incremental map building;
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For time-delayed teleoperation, task-dependent shared control algorithms might be helpful to: a) track the master position accurately by the slave manipulator in spite of the base movement, and b) mask the dynamics of the aerial base to the operator so that he perceives a fixed base teleoperation;

Sensor data fusion methods should be applied to compensate the limitation of individual sensors, such as the loss of GPS, lighting changes and electromagnetic perturbations.

CONCLUSIONS

AEROARMS has demonstrated the application of aerial robots to contact inspection of industrial pipes while flying, being able to perform ultrasonic measurements to determine the thickness of the pipes wall. The results presented in this paper demonstrated the suitability of aerial robotic manipulation for these outdoor applications. Significant advances with respect to the state of the art have been necessary from design, perception, teleoperation and motion planning and control.

Most of the proposed methods and technologies have been demonstrated outdoor, which is a relevant departure from other published works on aerial robotic manipulation. The technologies of multi-directional thrusters and compliance in the end-effectors have been used in an industrial prototype for the ultrasonic measurements of pipes wall thickness. This work obtained the Overall Innovation Radar Prize 2017 of the European Commission in the ICT event (see http://www.euronews.com/2017/12/04/new-drone-technology-wins-innovation-radar-prize-2017).

Implementation in factories of the flying-based contact measurement and the deployment of the crawler are in preparation.
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